"The true, significant elements of language are... either words, significant parts of words, or word groupings." Edward Sapir, 1921. [1:25] "The reader...may not be a word-lover..., However, even if he is not afflicted with this "disease", he will not be able to escape the fundamental insight that the lexicon, lexis, or vocabulary of a language is its most basic level and its most important instrument of communication. " Leonhard Lipka, 1990.[2:ix] This paper considers the nature of lexical knowledge and its role in language and information processing. The lexicon is the central component of language and plays a pivotal role in current linguistic theory [3, 4] and, increasingly, in natural language processing systems [5, 6, 7] . The lexicon embodies information about the lexical items of the language and serves as the foundation for morphologic, syntactic, and semantic processing. The differences as well as commonalities among dictionaries, thesauri, and lexicons are discussed, and distinctions between words, lexical items, and terms are drawn. Next, the scope and content of the SPECIALIST lexicon are presented, followed by a discussion of certain writing conventions that can be troublesome for text processing applications. One approach to handling orthographic and other lexical variation is discussed in a section that reports on the design and implementation of the SPECIALIST lexical programs. The paper concludes with a discussion of controlled terminologies for the medical domain. Throughout the discussion, examples are drawn from the SPECIALIST lexicon and from the other UMLS knowledge sources [8, 9] .
Introduction
Dictionaries encompass a wide range of reference sources, all of which have in common storing information about the vocabulary of the language, whether this is the general, standard language as it might be represented in a dictionary such as the American Heritage Dictionary, or a dictionary for a more specialized domain such as medicine. The information that is stored in a dictionary will vary according to the purpose of the dictionary; an etymological dictionary will give extensive information about the history of each of its entries; a bilingual dictionary equivalents of its entry terms in a second language; and a synonym dictionary gives equivalents in the same language. The broad interpretation of the term "dictionary" includes both lexicons and thesauri [10] . Dictionary entries may include some or all of the following types of information: a guide to the pronunciation of the entry, information about its origin, grammatical information, including syntactic category, definitions, synonyms, and references to other closely related entries. The print versions of many dictionaries are organized alphabetically, but some are hybrids of this approach. For example, the Dorland's Illustrated Medical Dictionary is organized according to main entries and sub-entries. Main entries are alphabetized, while the sub-entries are those multi-word terms that share the same head noun as the main entry, e.g., the main entry "notch" has among many others, the subentries "acetabular notch", "angular notch of stomach", and "aortic notch".
Lexicons may take a variety of forms, but in recent linguistic theory, the lexicon is taken to be an important component of language with a status equal to the other components of language, including phonology, morphology, syntax, and semantics [2, 3, 4] . Chomsky [3:29] introduces the notion that representations at all levels of the language are "projected" from the lexicon. In other words, the information that we as humans store in our mental lexicons is critical to (is projected onto) our understanding of language at all levels. He goes on to give the example of the verb "persuade", which allows a noun phrase object and an infinitive clause as complements. It is only because we know the behavior of the lexical item "persuade" that we can understand the sentence "We persuaded John to finish college." to mean that "John" is the one finishing college. (This is an example of object control as discussed below in the section describing verbs in the SPECIALIST lexicon.) According to this view, then, a lexicon is populated with lexical entries that are specified for a range of grammatical and other information.
Thesauri classify their entries on the basis of meaning. They provide semantic interrelationships among their terms, generally including synonymy as well as hierarchical relationships. Many thesauri are domain specific, capturing the important terms in the field. They are often created in order to impose control on the vocabulary of the domain and many, though not all, follow principles of thesaurus construction such as those outlined in the NISO standard [11] . (See [12:201-230] for an interesting discussion of the history of thesauri, including discussions of Roget's Thesaurus, among others.)
To a lesser or greater extent, developers of dictionaries, including developers of lexicons and thesauri, have in common their approach to deciding what constitutes an entry in the system. The basic principle is that entries should reflect common usage, whether this is usage in the general language, or usage in a specific domain. Thus, Landau says "...all competently done dictionaries must be based on usage..." [10:32] , and the NISO standard says thesaurus entries "should reflect as much as possible the usage of people familiar with the domain of the thesaurus" [11 :20] . The standard leans heavily on the notion of literary warrant, that is, justification for inclusion of a term based on its frequency of use in the literature of the field. Terminologists such as Condamines argue for a closer relationship between terminology research and linguistics research, both with regard to the development of criteria for identifying what counts as a term, and also for identifying relationships between the terms in the domain [13:225].
Word, Lexical Item, or Term
Bauer [14] points out that the definition of what a word is has and continues to be a problem for linguistic theory. This is because no matter how a word is defined there are some items in the language that will not fit neatly into the definition. In general, however, a word consists of one or more morphemes (word parts) and can be thought of as the minimal, freestanding, unit of meaning in speech. A distinction is made between free morphemes (which may be words in their own right) and bound morphemes (which cannot stand on their own). According to that definition, then, the following are all words: "achievements", "achieves", "achieve". The first word consists of three morphemes "achieve, -ment, and -s"; the first is a free morpheme, the second is a bound derivational morpheme, and the third is a bound inflectional morpheme. The second word consists of two morphemes, the first free and the second bound, and the third word consists of a single free morpheme. (See [15] for extensive discussion of morphologic processes in English.) Neo-classical compounds are actually single words that generally consist of several bound morphemes, which are themselves combining forms derived from Greek or Latin. The compounds consist of a series of root morphemes, sometimes separated by a connecting vowel, together with a grammatical suffix or a neo-classical terminal form. The word "adenotonsilectomy" illustrates. (See [16, 17] for many more examples and discussion of the semantics of these forms.) The form "aden" is joined to "tonsil" by the combining vowel "o" and the terminal "-ectomy" completes the word. Once the compound has been formed, other morphological processes may apply. In this case, for example, the word can be pluralized in the normal way, "adenotonsilectomies". A special database of neoclassical combining forms is distributed together with the SPECIALIST lexicon. The database lists the combining form together with a short meaning; e.g., "cardi(o)" is given the meaning "heart", "cele" the meaning "swelling", and "hem(o)" the meaning "blood".
Acronyms are short forms that may be used for convenience within a particular text and never used again, or they may become established alternate forms for the phrases for which they substitute. In this latter case, they become a part of the language of the domain and become words in their own right. The defining characteristic of an acronym is that it is a word formed from the initial letters of the primary words of the phrase for which it substitutes or of the meaningful parts of words for which it substitutes. For example, "ASCII" substitutes for "American Standard Code for Information Interchange". Acronyms may be formed from the meaningful parts (the combining forms) of a neoclassical compound, as in "APT" ("aminopropylisothiuronium") and "HUC" ("hypouricemia"). They may also be formed from a combination of meaningful units of words and initial letters of component words, as in "RNA" for "ribonucleic acid". Sometimes acronyms substitute for more complex phrases, such as lists, but this is rare. The acronym "HEENT" is a well known example, substituting for "head, eyes, ears, nose, and throat". In the majority of cases acronyms are written using all uppercase letters, though there are some exceptions, e.g., "IgE" for "immunoglobulin E, "mAST" for "mitochondrial aspartate aminotransferase", and the interesting form "HeLa cells" for a cell line named for patient Henrietta Lacks [18:237] . Acronyms are either pronounced as words as is the case with "AIDS", for example, or as a sequence of letters, as in "AMA" for "American Medical Association". A second, and quite different, criterion that is given for deciding that something is a word is that it is separated from other words by white space. This is the criterion that is most often used in computational systems, though its application is complicated by a number of factors. While it is clear that "blood" and "bank" can be counted as two words in the sentence "He just returned from the blood bank."; it is at least arguable when the words are separated by hyphens, as in "blood-bank"; and when it is written as "bloodbank", then it must be counted as one word. All of these spellings are acceptable, yet, according to the white space criterion, the number of words varies.
From a semantic point of view, it is more useful to distinguish lexical items, or lexemes, from each other than to distinguish words from each other [2, 19] . Lexical items are those items that are stored in the lexicon (the human lexicon, as well as the computational lexicon), and they are the ones that participate in meaningful relations with other lexical items. Relationships such as synonymy, hypernomy (broader in meaning), and meronymy (part of) hold between lexical items, not between words. Lexical items may be single words or they may consist of multiple words. Thus, "look up", as in "look something up in the dictionary" is a single lexical item with the meaning of "search". This is so even though in this case the two constituents, "look" and "up", may be discontinuous elements in a sentence. The phrase "large-cell lymphoma" is also a single lexical item, having a specific meaning, and participating, for example, in the synonymy relation with the other phrasal lexical items, "histiocytic lymphoma", and "reticulum cell sarcoma". Multi-word lexical items may well have single word lexical items as synonyms, e.g., "adrenalectomy" is a synonym of "adrenal gland excision".
Terms are those items that represent the important meanings in a specific technical field [13, 20] . Terms are freely formed in the technical field and these are the "terms of art" that distinguish experts in a field from non-experts. Medical terminology borrows heavily from Greek and Latin in the formation of its neoclassical compounds, but also in the use of classical forms that have become frozen in the current language. This is especially true in anatomy where terms from the Nomina Anatomica continue to be used, sometimes along side their English equivalents; e.g., "mediastinum arterius", "musculi extremitatis inferioris", "venae hepatica" (and also "hepatic veins"). Although there is an effort to discourage the use of eponyms in current medical practice in favor of more descriptive terms, especially as new terms come into the language, eponyms are still quite common. The current Metathesaurus, for example, contains some 8500 eponymic forms, including such terms as "Adam Stokes attack", "Cleland's reagent", "Penrose drains", "HanotChauffard-Troisier syndrome".
As in most technical fields, much of the technical terminology of medicine resides in its noun system. These nouns tend to be highly complex, consisting of a head noun with some number of premodifying nouns or adjectives, as well as, somewhat less usually, postmodifying prepositional phrases. For example, Dorland's Illustrated Dictionary lists a large number of sub-entries under "glands", including many eponymic terms, e.g., "Moll's glands"; terms with adjective premodifiers, e.g., "fundic glands", "pancreaticosplenic glands"; terms with noun premodifiers, e.g., "acid glands", "blood glands"; and terms with postmodifying prepositional phrases, e.g,., "intramuscular glands of tongue". The modificational structure of these noun phrases is complex and the relationships between the parts of the phrase vary widely. Three different phrases with "gangrene"as the head noun illustrate. The term "diabetic gangrene" means gangrene that occurs in a diabetic person"; "angiosclerotic gangrene" is a gangrene that is caused by vascular sclerosis, and "senile gangrene" is a gangrene that affects (the extremities of) the aged. In an effort to be fully descriptive, some terms in the domain, particularly names for procedures and devices, are quite long, having many premodifiers and some postmodifiers, e.g., "intravenous anesthesia administration sets", "bilateral endoscopic occlusion of fallopian tubes", "arthroscopy of wrist with partial synovectomy".
A common characteristic of noun phrase terms in technical domains, and medicine is no exception, is that acronyms will be formed from these technical noun phrases, and these will sometimes be used more frequently than their fully expanded forms, e.g., "AIDS", "HIV", "DNA", "RNA", "MRI". This tendency is actually in conflict with the stated desire to be more descriptive in the naming system, since, once formed, the meaning becomes opaque and often, in fact, leads to ambiguity. For example, the acronym "ALS" is used to substitute for several phrases, including "acute lateral sclerosis", "afferent loop syndrome", "anticipated life span", and only in context will the intended meaning be understood.
The SPECIALIST Lexicon
The SPECIALIST lexicon records morphologic, syntactic and orthographic information about biomedical and general English lexical items. Semantic information about many of the lexical items recorded in the lexicon can be found in the UMLS Metathesaurus. Orthographic information is represented in the spelling variation recorded and in the recording and expansion of acronyms and abbreviations.
The lexicon is released annually together with the other UMLS knowledge sources, and it continues to grow in coverage. The current version contains over 95,000 lexical items, with some 160,000 forms. There are over 70,000 nouns in the lexicon, 17,000 adjectives, 6,000 verbs, 1,300 adverbs, and under 100 each of prepositions, pronouns, conjunctions, and determiners.
The scope and coverage of the SPECIALIST lexicon are extensive. There are several methods for evaluating the coverage of a lexicon. Included among these is the analysis of a sample of text to measure both the number of word types and the number of word tokens that are found in the lexicon. A count of the word types represents the number of unique words in the text, and a count of the word tokens represents the total number of word instances. A measure of the word types found in the lexicon indicates what items might still be needed to ensure 100% coverage of that text. To the extent that the sample is representative and that the missing types are of high frequency, this is a valuable indicator of what items make good candidates for addition to the lexicon. A measure of the word tokens found in the lexicon indicates how well the lexicon can be expected to perform in the analysis of that text. Or, said differently, it indicates how often the analyzer would fail to recognize a word in that text.
The analysis of a random sample of 4,000 citation records from the MEDLINE database yielded the following statistics on the current coverage of the SPECIALIST lexicon. The sample contains 32,764 unique words, or word types. The number of matches found in the lexicon was 20,955. This means that just under 64% of the word types were found in the lexicon. A review of those items that were not found and that had a frequency of greater than 10 (391 items), revealed that the majority of missing lexical items were symbols, abbreviations, and some acronyms. Among the most frequently occurring of these were "ca2+" (401 instances), microM (237 instances), kDa (227 instances), and HCV (51 instances).
Counting the instances of words found in the sample yielded a total of 738,506 word tokens. The total number of those tokens found in the lexicon was 703,581. Thus, over 95% of the word tokens in this large random sample of text were found in the SPECIALIST lexicon.
The scope of the SPECIALIST lexicon is biomedical, with emphasis not only on the technical terminology that is found in the field (heavily represented in the nouns), but also on the general English vocabulary that forms an important part of any biomedical text, and which inheres in its verbs, adverbs, and to a lesser extent in its adjectives. Items included in the lexicon are chosen from a variety of sources. Because the lexicon is intended to provide good coverage of general English, the 10,000 most frequent words listed in the American Heritage Word Frequency book and the list of the 2,000 words used in Longman's Dictionary of Contemporary English form the core of the general English vocabulary in the lexicon. Lexical items are also derived on a regular basis from biomedical text and from the UMLS Metathesaurus. Currently more than 42,000 (44% of the total of 95,000) SPECIALIST lexicon items are also found in the Metathesaurus. These are in large measure nouns. Since every Metathesaurus concept has been assigned to a semantic type, this means that about 60% of the 70,000 nouns currently in the lexicon can be characterized by their semantic types. An analysis of the distribution of these types reveals that the six most frequent semantic categories, accounting for over 33,000 of the nouns, were, in descending order of frequency, disorders (12,203 (29%)), drugs (7,354 (17%)), organic chemicals (6,628 (16%)), anatomical terms (4,387 (10%)), procedures (2,416 (5.7%)), and medical devices (658 (1.5%)). The remaining 20% of the nouns have semantic types that represent the full range of those represented in the UMLS Semantic Network, including organisms, physiologic functions, temporal and other concepts, and various kinds of research and occupational activities.
The lexicon contains both single and multi-word lexical items. The decision to include a phrase as a lexical item, rather than just its constituent words is based on usage, as was discussed above. In particular, the following approach has been taken in adding multi-word items to the lexicon. If a phrase appears in a standard medical or general English dictionary, or in some other standard reference source, then the phrase is considered to be a lexical item. Examples include "myocardial infarction", "motor aphasia", "swamp fever", "operant conditioning", and "medical examiner". Each of these phrases has a specific meaning and contributes to the lexicon of the language. Eponymic forms such as "Kaposi's sarcoma", "Negri body", and "Planck's constant" and frozen Latin forms such as "erythema annulare centrifugum" are added as single lexical items as well.
The lexicon is created through use of a lexicon building tool that captures the regularities of the English lexicon and interacts with users to fill in lexical frames. Users may type in lexical items, or, more usually, read items from a file.
When the item is presented, the user is first asked if there are any spelling variants for the item. Next, the user chooses the syntactic category of the item, and thereafter all questions and decisions are related solely to that syntactic category. If the item under consideration is a noun, the system asks whether, if the noun inflects at all, it inflects regularly or in the Greco-Latin paradigm, or is irregular, and if irregular, what the irregular forms are. For simple nouns this may be all the information that is required. More complex nouns allow complements and this information needs to be recorded. Nominalizations, for example, have complementation patterns related to the verbs from which they have been derived. The noun "achievement", derived from the transitive verb "achieve", for example, has two possible prepositional phrase complements. They are: "compl=pphr(of,np)", and "compl=pphr(by,np)". These patterns recognize phrases such as "timely achievement {of the goals}" and "noteworthy achievements {by the team}", which are related to sentences containing the verb "achieve", such as "The team achieved its goals."
The most extensive information is captured for verbs, and, in particular, for the complements of the verb. The SPECIALIST lexicon recognizes five basic categories of verb, depending on the complements they take: intransitive, transitive, ditransitive, linking, and complex-transitive. These complement types are not mutually exclusive. Verbs can and often do fall into more than one category. A verb is marked intransitive if it may appear without any complement. Thus, a use of the verb "complain" in its intransitive sense would be "This patient often complains." If a verb is marked transitive this implies that it takes a single complement. The complement may be a simple noun phrase, a prepositional phrase, or even a clause. The verb "require", for example, may take a simple noun phrase as in "I require {an answer}.", or it may take a clause as in, "He requires {that you take care of that immediately}." Ditransitivity implies that the verb may take two objects, which may be some combination of noun phrases and prepositional phrases, or one of these with a clause. Sentences such as the following illustrate ditransitivity: "The clinician increased {the dosage} {from 3 tablets to 5 tablets.}" "The chair must account {to the faculty} {for what he has done}." Linking verbs are those that take a complement that is in a close (intensive) relation to the subject of the verb. Linking verbs may take noun phrase, adjective, adverbial, or clause complements. An example that illustrates an adjectival complement is "The director appeared {happy}." Complex transitive verbs are those that take two complements where the complements are in an intensive relation to each other. The verb "consider" may be used in a complex transitive sense, as in "I consider {him} {a genius}."
Certain verbs can take infinitive clauses as complements. Generally, these clauses do not have overt subjects, but, rather, the understood subject is identified with some noun phrase in the main clause. Interpretation codes are added to these complement types that indicate how the missing subject is to be understood. The sentence "The physician promised to return tomorrow" illustrates. The verb "promise" in its transitive sense allows an infinitival object ("to return tomorrow"). The implied subject of "to return tomorrow" is "physician". This is an instance of so-called subject control. Contrast this with a case of object control as in "The physician advised the patient to return tomorrow." Here the implied subject of the infinitival is "the patient".
Adjectives are marked for their inflectional properties. Adjectives may inflect regularly for their comparative and superlative forms, as in "tall" (positive), "taller (comparative), "tallest" (superlative); they may form comparatives and superlatives periphrastically, e.g., "abnormal", "more abnormal", "most abnormal"; or they may be invariant, allowing no inflection at all, as in "vascular". Adjectives in the SPECIALIST lexicon are also marked according to the position they may occupy in the sentence. Many adjectives are both predicative, i.e., appearing after the verb, as in "The findings are abnormal.", and attributive, i.e., premodifying a noun, as in "The abnormal finding caused us some concern." If the adjective is attributive, a set of position codes is assigned as well. The codes reflect the typical order of occurrence in a noun phrase. Qualitative adjectives generally precede color adjectives, which in turn precede classifying adjectives. In the sentence, "He suffers from severe abdominal pain.", "severe" is a qualitative adjective and therefore precedes "abdominal", which is a classifying adjective. Adverbs are marked according to their modification types. They may be sentence or verb modifiers as well as adverbs of manner, adverbs of place (locative), or adverbs of time (temporal). In the sentence, "He worked slowly and carefully.", the two adverbs modify the verb, and they are adverbs of manner.
The detailed information about lexical items that is available in the SPECIALIST lexicon has in part been made possible by the use of two learners' dictionaries [21, 22] that include extensive syntactic information. The Longman dictionary has been especially helpful for verb complement information and the Collins dictionary for adjective and adverb information. Our lexicon building tool has eased the data entry and management task, and the dictionaries (in paper form) have eased the cognitive load imposed by this effort. Medical dictionaries [23] [24] [25] provide definitional information, assisting primarily in noun coding.
Writing Conventions and Orthography
Orthography refers to the spelling conventions of the language, including the particular letters that are chosen to represent the sounds in words, as well as punctuation and other non-alphabetic spelling conventions. (See [26] for extensive discussion of the rule-based nature of English spelling.) The same word may be spelled in several ways. For example, "dyspnoea" and "dyspnea" alternate, as do "alinement" and "alignment". In these cases, each of the forms is considered an acceptable spelling, though generally one is thought of as the preferred form. Sometimes the variation expresses British English/American English differences as in the first pair, and sometimes it expresses a historical development as in the second pair. Different words may be spelled the same way and when this is the case the words are called homonyms. Examples are such words as "cold", which may refer to the common cold or to a temperature range, and "ventilation" which may mean "respiration" or the circulation of air in a room. Known spelling variation is recorded in the lexicon, with over 6,000 spelling variants currently included. Homonymy is treated in the UMLS Metathesaurus, with homonyms belonging to different concept records.
Spelling errors represent violations of spelling conventions and are of three general types, those that result from not knowing what the accepted spelling for the word is, those that are inadvertent writing or typing errors, and those that result from transmission or recognition errors, as in optical character recognition. Peterson [27] discusses computational algorithms for recognizing spelling errors and approaches to correcting the errors. Recognition of spelling errors generally depends on word lists against which each incoming form is tested. If no match is found, a short list of potentially correct spellings is presented to the user. Automated spelling correction is significantly more difficult, and may include a list of commonly misspelled words together with a set of rules for common mistakes, such as transposing two letters, deleting a letter, etc.
Punctuation serves two major purposes in the writing system. One is to separate items from one another, as in the use of the comma to delimit items in a list, and the other is to specify some grammatical function, as in the apostrophe that signals the possessive. (See [28:1609-1639] for extensive discussion.) Question marks, exclamation points, and periods signal sentence boundaries, though periods are also used for abbreviations and acronyms. Commas and hyphens are used in chemical names, giving an indication of the structure of the chemical, as in the amino acid, "3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine". Hyphens are also frequently used to join the words of phrases that are thought of as single units by the speakers of the language or that are used in writing in an attempt to reduce the ambiguity of modificational structure. Some examples of hyphenated forms in the SPECIALIST lexicon are "accidentprone", "field-test", "cancer-inducing virus", "color-blind", and "false-positive". Sometimes hyphenation alternates with writing the phrase as one word, e.g., both "fire-power" and "firepower" are seen.
The role of punctuation differs significantly depending on the text type. Quirk et al. [28:1613] give some statistics of the relative frequency of punctuation symbols in a large corpus of 72,000 words of English text. Periods and commas are by far the most frequent and are undoubtedly primarily examples of sentence punctuation. Commas and hyphens represent the most frequent punctuation in the Metathesaurus; commas are primarily found in chemical terms and in cases of inversion; hyphens are found in many multi-word terms; periods are found in some chemicals and also in acronyms and abbreviations. In the lexicon hyphens are found in a wide range of items, and periods are found in names, abbreviations, and acronyms, though the use of periods in acronyms is declining. The total number of acronyms in the current lexicon is 1,914, and of these, only 346 contain periods (18%). It can be seen, then, that writing conventions become important when attempting to identify the constituent words, or tokens, in running text, as well as in attempting to recognize variants of terms and lexical items. Greffenstette and Tapanainen [29] discuss the issues and an approach to handling some of the more difficult problems that arise in the initial processing of running text. Our approach to the problem involves a set of text preprocessing routines, first identifying the tokens that form the basis for the lexical look up routines, and second for marking items in the text that are easily recognizable simply on the basis of the way they are written, but which may cause problems for the parser which is expecting lexical items. For example, equations, dosage notes, chemical formulas, proper names, dates, and parenthetical expressions of various kinds are all found in our texts.
Applying Lexical Knowledge in Language and Information Processing
Information access can be impeded by the natural variation that is found in the lexical items of the language. That variation can take a variety of forms as has been discussed above. The SPECIALIST lexical programs have been developed with the goal of managing this variation, thus allowing users and systems to abstract away from purely lexical and orthographic differences [8] .
The process of English plural formation is generally quite regular and is easily expressible as a small set of rules. The phonological, or sound, system of English determines which sound, "s" or "z" is used, and the spelling, or orthographic, conventions determine how the plural forms will be spelled. The SPECIALIST inflectional rules are expressed in terms of spelling conventions, since these are what are needed for text processing applications. The rules are stated as follows: The plural suffix is "s". The letter "y" becomes "ie" following a consonant and before the plural suffix "s". The letter "e" is inserted before the plural suffix "s" if the word ends in "s", "z", "x", "ch", or "sh". These rules account for forms such as "system/systems", "category/categories", "illness/illnesses", "reflex/reflexes", "rash/rashes". Notice that whether the final sound is pronounced as "s" or "z" depends on the preceding sounds, not letters, in the word. So, the "s" in "flies" is actually a "z" sound, whereas it is the "s" sound in "cats". Notice, too, that since these are orthographic rules which incompletely reflect phonological rules, a word such as "stomach" which ends in a "k" sound rather than in a "ch" sound, forms its plural by simply adding "s", as would any other noun ending in the "k" sound, such as "beak/beaks". Because the pluralization rules for text are necessarily based on writing conventions, a word like "stomach" is treated as an irregular form in the lexicon. As has already been mentioned, medicine contains many words of Classical origin, and some of these retain their Latin or Greek pluralization patterns. For example, the plurals of words ending in "us", "ma", "um" and "x", may be illustrated by the following forms: "focus/foci", "carcinoma/carcinomata", "bacterium/bacteria", and "matrix/matrices". These alternations are marked in the lexicon and are used by the lexical programs as they process text.
Derivation is a process that results in the formation of new words from existing words. The new words often have different syntactic categories and the processes are not as regular as inflection, depending heavily on the particular word in question. The familiar process known as nominalization applies, for example, to verbs to form derived nouns. Thus, the nominalization "treatment" is derived from the verb "treat"; "assessment" is derived from "assess"; and "reimbursement" is derived from "reimburse". Though the "-ment" suffix is quite productive in English, it cannot always be used to form a noun from a verb. The noun "acceleration" is derived from the verb "accelerate" and there is no such form as "accleratement". On the other hand, both forms "abolishment" and "abolition" exist as possible nominalizations of the verb "abolish". Since there is such variation in derivational processes, the SPECIALIST lexicon lists possible alternations as part of each lexical entry and also has ancillary databases of derivationally related words that are used by the lexical programs to analyze unrecognized words in text.
The programs consist of several modules that may be flexibly combined according to the context in which they are being used. The basic principle is that whatever modifications are being made to the source data (such as a file of terms) also need to be made to the target data (such as a database that is being searched for those terms). Options include lowercasing; removing punctuation; removing stop words from a userdefined stop word list; sorting the individual words in a term alphabetically, thereby abstracting away from word order; generating all inflectional variants, or alternatively reducing all words or terms to their base forms; and generating derivational variants for all words. The options may be combined in a "flow" and are ordered. Thus, the flow "gp" removes all genitive markers ('s) and then all punctuation, and the flow "pg" reverses this order. In practice, there are two different results, depending on the order chosen. The first order applied to "Down's syndrome" would yield "Down syndrome". (The genitive marker is removed and no punctuation remains, so the "p" option can no longer apply.) The second order applied to the same phrase would yield "Downs syndrome", since the punctuation (apostrophe) is removed first and then genitive removal can no longer apply. For certain applications multiple results may be desired, and if this is the case, options may be run in parallel, yielding all possible variants. The programs crucially use the SPECIALIST lexicon in the computation of acceptable variation. Since inflectional and derivational variation and syntactic category information are recorded in the lexicon, the programs can be constrained, for example, to generate only noun inflectional variants, or to generate only adjectival variants of nouns, etc.
A recent experiment serves to illustrate the power of the lexical programs. All entries (approximately 123,000 items) from the Dorland's Illustrated Medical Dictionary, 27th edition were searched in the 1996 Metathesaurus. They were searched in their exact form and then in their normalized forms. Normalization is essentially one lexical variant flow that abstracts away from case, word order, punctuation, and inflection. A small stop word list is also used. The results of the experiment were as follows: 26,088 Dorland's entries were found in their exact form in the Metathesaurus and 31,745 entries were found when the normalization routines were used. This means that over 5,600 additional terms were found through use of one set of options available in the lexical programs. A review of the results indicates that a variety of phenomena account for the greater matching success of the normalization routines. The use of a stop word list, which contains prepositions and other function words, together with word order variation, accounted, for example, for the match between the Dorland's term "lateral horn of spinal cord" and the Metathesaurus term "spinal cord lateral horn", and for the match between Dorland's "mouse poliomyelitis" and the Metathesaurus term "poliomyelitis of mouse". The spelling variants that are found in the SPECIALIST lexicon, but not in the Metathesaurus, accounted for the match between the Dorland's term "atactic" and the Metathesaurus term "ataxic", and the Dorland's term "malakoplakia" and the Metathesaurus term "malacoplakia". Irregular inflections stored in the lexicon allowed for the matches between Dorland's "mesiodentes", "molar teeth" and "larynges" and the Metathesaurus "mesiodens", "molar tooth", and "larynx", respectively. Finally, ignoring punctuation and word order accounted for such matches as those between the Dorland's terms "South African tick-bite fever", "Debre-Semelaigne syndrome", and "common palmar digital nerves of median nerve" and the Metathesaurus terms "fever, South African tick-bite", "Debre-Semelaigne's syndrome", and "common digital palmar nerves of median nerve", respectively.
The normalization routines and other lexical routines described above are currently being used in the NLM/AHCPR Large Scale Vocabulary Test [30] . Since the goal of the test is to determine whether some combination of existing biomedical vocabularies can serve as the basis for a standard health vocabulary, and since the test methods involve matching participants' terminology to the Metathesaurus and its planned extensions, it is important to use matching methods that will allow for the lexical variation that is likely to exist in these terminologies. The lexical programs abstract away from linguistic variation and the Metathesaurus provides large numbers of synonyms. The goal is not to match strings to each other, but rather to map into meanings. Thus, for example, the question is not, is the string "maturity-onset diabetes" in the Metathesaurus, but rather is its meaning represented there. In fact, multiple strings represent that meaning, including among many others, "diabetes, maturity onset", "non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus", "diabetes, adult onset", "AODM", "diabetes mellitus, type 2", and "ketosis-resistant diabetes mellitus".
Controlled Terminologies for the Medical Domain
Many would agree that controlled terminology is needed for the success of large scale, institution-independent sharing of medical data. For example, the Board of Directors of the American Medical Informatics Association state: "...standards for codes/terminology are an essential requirement for a computer-stored medical record that spans more than one provider's domain." [31:5] . Terminology is generally taken to mean the "set of terms representing the system of concepts of a particular subject field." [ISO/ASTM standard cited in 32 :35] . The emphasis in this definition is on the system of concepts, as distinguished from a simple list of terms for the domain. Thus, the controlled terminologies that are desired are closer to our earlier definition of a thesaurus; i.e., terms are organized by meaning and that are interrelated by a variety of relationships. Additionally, many researchers point out that in order to make successful use of controlled terminologies in medical information systems, models of the domain will be needed [32] [33] [34] , and, further, that those models need to reflect anticipated as well as unanticipated contexts of use [35] .
The basic constituents of any controlled terminologiy are terms, and, as such, participate in the human language system. In medicine, these terms should reflect usage by the experts in the field. Just as is the case in the standard language, there will be many ways to say the same thing. Controlling medical terminology in computerized medical systems is highly desirable for a wide range of reasons, many of which have been discussed extensively in the literature. However, attempts at official language planning generally are not successful, e.g., national language academies "outlawing" certain foreign borrowings, as in the French Academy's attempt to ban use of such terms as "le weekend", and governments imposing use of one language over the other, such as recent attempts to legislate English as the only official language in the United States.
If controlled vocabularies are to be accepted and successfully used by the consumers of medical information systems, then these systems will need to allow for normal language use, including the natural variation found in language. This means that as many synonymous and other closely related terms as possible should be accessible, and approaches to lexical variation, both orthographic and grammatical should be available as an integral part of any computerized system that attempts to make use of the terminology.
Further, since the speakers of medical English are also speakers of the general language, these controlled terminologies should mirror as closely as possible the basic constructs of language. If the basic units of the terminology are lexical items, in the sense discussed above, then a number of benefits accrue; most importantly, the lexical items can be combined and understood according to the standard rules of language interpretation. Such terminologies will be more readily accepted by users, since they reflect the way in which they already use language. Thus, a phrase such as "arthroscopy of shoulder for decompression of subacromial space with partial acromioplasty and coracoacromial release" would not be a candidate for a basic unit in the vocabulary, but rather its constituent lexical items (not words) would be; that is, the phrases "arthroscopy of shoulder" (or "shoulder arthroscopy"), "decompression of subacromial space", "partial acromioplasty", and "coracoacromial release" might be the controlled terms that serve as the basis for the naming system, since each of these phrases has its own identifiable technical meaning and is not necessarily just the sum of its parts. These are the terms, then, that contribute to the full descriptive expression given earlier. Decisions like these are not easy to make and they must be made by the experts in the domain, but if the fundamental principle is kept in mind, namely, that the controlled terms should reflect as closely as possible how speakers use the language (not how they code records, and not what the designer of the information system might find convenient) then user acceptance, and, importantly, users' ability to interact with the information system will be enhanced.
Many existing biomedical thesauri, to a greater or lesser extent, already have the properties given above. They have been designed by experts in the domain, sometimes as a consensus effort by a particular speciality society; they have attempted to reflect usage in the field, either through literary warrant, as was discussed earlier, or through extensive use of already established reference sources, such as medical dictionaries and textbooks; and they have favored simple phrases over more complex phrases when possible. Most of the thesauri are structured, though generally the exact relationships between the constituent terms are not made explicit. Efforts to build new terminologies can be informed by the knowledge intensive work that has resulted in the already existing vocabularies, and these existing sources may well be able to serve as the basis for the desired new terminology.
